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ABSTRACT: Basalt formations could enable secure long-term carbon
storage by trapping injected CO2 as stable carbonates. Here, a predictive
modeling framework was designed to evaluate the roles of transport
limitations and mineral spatial distributions on mineral dissolution and
carbonation reactions in fractured basalts exposed to CO2-acidified fluids.
Reactive transport models were developed in CrunchTope based on data
from high-temperature, high-pressure flow-through experiments. Models
isolating the effect of transport compared nine flow conditions under the
same mineralogy. Heterogeneities were incorporated by segmenting an actual
reacted basalt sample, and these results were compared to equivalent flow
conditions through randomly generated mineral distributions with the same
bulk composition. While pure advective flow with shorter retention times
promotes rapid initial carbonation, pure diffusion sustains mineral reactions
for longer time frames and generates greater net carbonate volumes. For the
same transport conditions and bulk composition, exact mineral spatial distributions do not impact the amount of carbonation but
could determine the location by controlling local solution saturation with respect to secondary carbonates. In combination, the
results indicate that bulk mineralogy will be more significant than small-scale heterogeneities in controlling the rate and extent of
CO2 mineralization, which will likely occur in diffusive zones adjacent to flow paths or in dead-end fractures.

1. INTRODUCTION

The drive to mitigate anthropogenic CO2 emissions associated
with rising energy demands has motivated research efforts on
an array of carbon capture, utilization, and storage strategies.
Research in geologic carbon storage has centered on ubiquitous
and well-characterized sedimentary formations that primarily
rely on physical containment of injected CO2. Associated
leakage risks (e.g., through breached caprocks or abandoned
wells)1 have prompted interest in utilizing alternative reservoirs
with higher abundances of reactive minerals that could provide
secure long-term carbon trapping.2 Flood basalts are partic-
ularly attractive, as rapid mineral dissolution promoted by CO2
injection releases divalent metal cations that can then combine
with CO2 to form stable carbonates.3 Despite investigations at
both lab4,5 and pilot6,7 scales, our understanding of the
fundamental controls on this process along with its viability
as a permanent sequestration option remain limited.
Because transport limitations likely dictate both the speed

and extent of mineral carbonation, characterizing basalt
alterations resulting from CO2 injection under different flow
regimes is crucial to predicting microstructural changes that
impact sustained CO2 injection and trapping rates. Through a
series of reactive percolation experiments in sintered magmatic
olivine cores, Peuble et al.8 concluded that higher flow rates
result in greater carbonation efficiency because permeability
reductions can block transport in low-flow regions. In addition,

they confirmed that secondary precipitates controlled by rock
dissolution occurred in diffusion-dominated paths, while those
limited by influent fluid composition formed along advective
paths. Andreani et al.9 also conducted percolation experiments
on sintered dunite and only observed significant carbonate-
induced porosity alterations in dead-end zones, whereas high-
flow zones promoted rapid dissolution followed by the
formation of a passivating Si-rich surface layer that created a
barrier between fluids and reactive surfaces. Such studies
highlight the need to optimize injection strategies that promote
primary mineral dissolution while maintaining adequate
conditions for mineral carbonation.
The effects of mineral spatial distributions on the extent of

CO2 mineralization in basalts are less established but are likely
coupled with the effects of transport limitations. Peuble et al.8

noted that carbonation rates were a function of complex
interactions between flow conditions, kinetics, and mineral
heterogeneities. Due to these complexities, secondary carbonate
precipitation was localized and subsequently inhibited flow.
Conversely, Andreani et al.9 observed that localized precip-
itation along preferential flow paths resulting from mineral
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heterogeneities generated simultaneous increases in perme-
ability and rock volume that would support continued CO2
trapping. Xiong and Giammar10 attributed localized carbonate
formation in packed forsterite beds to geochemical gradients
induced by diffusion-limited transport, while Giammar et al.11

showed that magnesite can form in diffusive regions before
volume-averaged properties reach saturation. Several studies
have also demonstrated the influence of heterogeneities on
mineral dissolution, an anticipated rate-limiting factor for
mineral carbonation. Salehikhoo et al.12 found that magnesite
dissolution rates varied by no more than 14% under different
spatial distributions of magnesite within quartz samples, but
that variations in rates due to heterogeneities were most
pronounced under mixed flow conditions compared with
advection- and diffusion-limiting regimes. Li et al.13 extended
this work, confirming modeling indications that random
mineral distributions with smaller clustering result in greater
dissolution than distributions with larger discrete mineral zones.
Similarly, Molins et al.14 concluded that given the same average
geochemical parameters, different mineral spatial patterns
resulted in different pore-scale flow patterns and concentration
gradients that impacted bulk dissolution rates. Heterogeneities
in both reactive mineral distributions and the locations of
advection- and diffusion-controlled zones relative to CO2
injection sites are expected to be key drivers of permeability
and porosity changes governing long-term injectivity.
Reactive transport models have been applied extensively to

study CO2 storage in sedimentary basins in the context of
caprock stability, CO2 plume migration, permeability evolution,
and wellbore integrity, for example, refs 15−22. Such models
are critical to advancing experimental findings given the time
and spatial constraints of lab-scale studies.21 Because CO2
storage in basalt is a relatively new pursuit compared with
storage in deep saline aquifers, most research efforts have yet to
substantially integrate numerical modeling. Several studies have
included reaction path models, which capture a sequence of
chemical or mineralogical states and may incorporate kinetics
but do not explicitly consider transport processes.23 For
instance, Marini et al.24 carried out reaction path modeling of
CO2 injection in continental flood basalt aquifers, predicting
dramatic porosity reductions due to sequential precipitation of
chalcedony, kaolinite, minor amounts of goethite, and
carbonates dominated by dolomite. In reaction path models
of volcanic flood basalts, Schaef et al.25 found that precipitation
of clays and chalcedony preceded carbonate formation, which
was delayed by reductions in available reactive surface area led
by basaltic glass and clinopyroxene dissolution. The authors
further noted that carbonate accumulation may affect in situ
mineralization efficiency by limiting mass transport across
mineral interfaces.25 More recently, Paukert et al.26 developed
reaction path models for peridotites and demonstrated that
anthropogenic CO2 injection significantly enhanced both the
amount of CO2 mineralized in situ and carbonation efficiency
relative to natural systems.
Batch experiments on olivines and basalts have also been

supplemented with reaction path models to predict geo-
chemical alterations and reaction product formation,27−29 but
few experimental or modeling efforts have incorporated
transport components. Giammar et al.11 created a reactive
transport code to simulate chemical gradients resulting from
dissolved inorganic carbon diffusion into packed beds of
forsterite. At field scale, Aradottir et al.30 built 2D and 3D
reservoir models for the CarbFix pilot project in Iceland, where

CO2 from the Hellisheidi power plant has been coinjected with
formation waters in a nearby basalt flow since 2012.30 The
results indicate mineral carbonation in basalts represents a
viable CO2 sequestration option and provide valuable feedback
to optimize injection site management.30 However, simplifica-
tions necessary to run efficient field-scale models, such as the
use of volume-averaged subsurface properties, preclude the
isolation of parameters governing carbonation reactions at local
scales.
The specific objective of this work was to develop a

predictive framework for evaluating the roles of transport
limitations and mineral spatial distributions on the location and
extent of mineral carbonation reactions under conditions
relevant to CO2 injection in basalts. Advection- and diffusion-
controlled systems were modeled using the reactive transport
code CrunchTope,31 which has recently been applied to
simulate flow of CO2-acidified fluids through fractures in
carbonates,32 sedimentary host rocks,16,33 and wellbore
cements.22,34 Effluent chemistry data from high-temperature,
high-pressure flow-through experiments served as a benchmark
for model calibration. The fracture surfaces from these reacted
cores were segmented into discrete mineral grids aligning with
the dimensions of model domains in CrunchTope through a
series of imaging techniques. Simulated injection of CO2-
acidified brine was compared between this mineral distribution
from an actual basalt sample and random spatial distributions of
the same volume-averaged composition to assess whether
mineral heterogeneities directly impact carbonation efficiency.
We demonstrate the utility of this integrated experimental and
modeling approach for identifying key controls on the
favorability of secondary mineral precipitation and extending
lab-scale results to elucidate implications for long-term CO2
storage.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Reactive Transport. All models were developed in
CrunchTope, a multicomponent reactive transport code that
has been applied to a variety of environmental problems
involving flow through porous media.31 Simulations were
conducted using the global implicit approach, where time steps
are extended as the system approaches steady state to enhance
computational efficiency.31 Additional details on the code’s
capabilities, limitations, and governing equations are available in
the user’s manual (available for download from www.csteefel.
com).
Mineral reactions are modeled based on transition state

theory assuming continuous reversibility between dissolution
and precipitation at equilibrium. Reaction rate constants at 100
°C, the temperature applied in all models considered here, were
calculated based on selected literature values for the reaction
rate constant at 25 °C and activation energy according to the
Arrhenius relationship:
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Reaction pH dependence was incorporated by summing
adjusted rate constants for acid (H), neutral (neu), and basic
(OH) mechanisms, where n and m are the partial orders of
reaction with respect to H+ and OH−, respectively:
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For each mineral, the reaction rate constant, total surface area
(A), and saturation index are then used to calculate the overall
reaction rate at each time step:

= − −
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥r Ak

Q
K

1rxn (3)

While extrapolating to high temperatures may introduce
errors in mineral reactivities, specific surface areas are likely the
main source of uncertainty in this formulation. Calculated
reaction rate constants and literature-reported pH and pOH
dependence for all primary and secondary minerals are
summarized in Table 1. Note that dolomite was intentionally
excluded as a secondary mineral due to its well-established
disinclination to precipitate under modern natural conditions
despite thermodynamic favorability.35,36 Quartz was also
suppressed due to its slow precipitation kinetics. Under the
conditions in this study, solutions supersaturated with respect
to SiO2 would predominantly precipitate amorphous silica,
which has a lower interfacial energy and faster nucleation rate
than crystalline forms.37

2.2. Model Benchmarking. An initial model was
developed to simulate the core-flooding experiment presented
by Adeoye et al.38 involving flow of CO2-acidified brine through
a serpentinized basalt core under high temperature (100 °C)
and pressure (10 MPa PCO2). The core was divided into two
halves with one containing a 100 μm-deep etched fracture
pathway designed to extend fluid residence time (Figure 1).
The surface of this fractured half was discretized into a grid of
48 × 80 cells, each 0.5 × 0.5 mm. The height of each cell (0.011
mm) was calculated to match the residence time of the flow-
through experiments (0.0046 h). Although the actual physical
domain consists of an open fracture between two basalt
surfaces, 2D models consider each cell as a porous media with
bulk volumes of mineral and void space. To simulate the
fracture walls and provide sufficient mineral for reaction, the
fracture porosity was set to 90% in the code.33 Some previous
studies have assigned fracture porosities of 100% to examine
fracture cross sections,16,22 but the incorporation of minerals in
the fracture here was necessary to simulate a 2D plane of fluid
surrounded by reactive surface area. While the actual porosity

Table 1. Summary of Primary and Secondary Mineral Kinetic Data and Reactive Surface Areas

acid mechanism neutral basic mechanism SSA (m2/g)

mineral
initial volume
fraction (%)

log k, 100 °C
(mol/m2/s) nH+

log k, 100 °C
(mol/m2/s)

log k, 100 °C
(mol/m2/s) nOH‑

calculated
(geometric)a selectedb

Primary Minerals
diopside 22 −2.9744 0.7144 −9.6844 0.0148 0.0034c

albite 12 −6.4745 0.5045 −9.6645 0.0225 0.0225
anorthite 18 −6.4745 0.5045 −9.6645 0.0225 0.0225
antigorite 11 −7.5446 0.4546 −10.147 0.0165 0.18
forsterite 1 −4.4844 0.4744 −7.8544 0.0148 0.018
fayalite 3 −3.53d 0.4744 −9.4844 0.0148 0.0018
K-feldspar 33 −7.6344,45 0.5044 −11.2944 −17.944 −0.82344 0.019 0.019
Secondary Minerals
calcite 0 0.2144 1.044 −4.9844 0.03748

magnesite 0 −5.8744 1.044 −8.5144 0.066248

siderite 0 −1.7649 0.9049 −6.6945 0.10550

SiO2(am) 0 −6.9251 0.022552

kaolinite 0 −8.9944 0.77744 −12.444 −16.444 −0.47244 8.1653

aGeometric surface areas calculated as smooth spheres based on average phenocryst grain sizes (see SI). bSome SSA values were tuned from the
calculated geometric values to optimize fit to experimental effluent data. cIn the initial calibration, 18% of the diopside was added with a higher SSA
of 0.11 m2/g to match rapid initial dissolution from finer surface particles (see SI). dReaction rate adjusted to fit Fe data by setting k25 to that of
forsterite (see SI).

Figure 1. Conceptual model domains for (A) initial calibration simulating flow-through experiments with uniform mineralogy; (B) pure advection in
a heterogeneous open fracture; and (C) pure diffusion in a heterogeneous open fracture.
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of the basalt samples is low (∼1%),39 the modeled matrix
porosity was set to 5% to prevent rapid pore clogging. Porosity
is allowed to evolve during simulations in accordance with
changes in mineral volume fractions. To match experimental
conditions, water equilibrated with 10 MPa CO2 was injected
into the fracture pathway at a rate of 5 mL/h. CO2 fugacity was
computed directly in the code using the empirical formulation
provided by Duan and Sun.40 Longitudinal and transverse
dispersivities were set to 10% of the flow path length (0.023
m). The diffusion coefficient was fixed at 7.5 × 10−9 m2/s,
corresponding to the mean value for CO2 in water at 100 °C
reported by Cadogan et al.41

Experimental effluent chemistry data served as a benchmark
for adjusting uncertain model input parameters. Because
reactive transport models are highly sensitive to mineral
reactive surface areas, which are also generally the source of
greatest uncertainty,42 values are typically adjusted from
calculated geometric or measured BET surface areas to fit
experimental data.16,30 Here, specific surface area (SSA) was
first calculated assuming spherical geometry, using average
diameters corresponding to phenocryst grain size distributions
from preliminary characterization of the reacted cores.38,39

These geometric SSA values were then fine-tuned where
necessary to match effluent chemistry for divalent cations
(Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+) at the outlet of the model domain. Aligning
model outputs with experimental silica and minor cation (Na+,
K+) concentrations required altering mineral stoichiometry and
reaction rates and was ultimately neglected to avoid over-
constraining the model. Initial primary mineral volume
fractions were adjusted to within 2% of values derived from
previously reported wavelength dispersive spectroscopy anal-
yses39 to optimize the fit.
While Steefel and Van Cappellen37 developed a reactive flow

model incorporating expressions for heterogeneous nucleation,
growth, and Ostwald ripening, nucleation has not been fully
coupled with reactive transport codes. Fritz et al.43 modeled
clay nucleation and growth but acknowledged that significant
uncertainties in input parameters such as interfacial free
energies and pre-exponential constants in the nucleation rate
equation limit the application of quantitative results. In the
absence of sufficient nucleation kinetic data for the secondary
mineral phases in our system, precipitation is initiated through
a threshold volume fraction. All secondary minerals are
assigned initial volume fractions of 0 and volume fraction
thresholds of 10−5 to calculate bulk surface area until the
volume fraction threshold is exceeded; thereafter, the
precipitate’s surface area is updated according to its calculated
volume fraction and reported BET surface areas (Table 1). SSA
values for all minerals used in the models are included in Table
1, while additional details regarding the calculation and
selection of input parameters are provided in the Supporting
Information (SI).
After achieving calibration using data from a high-temper-

ature, high-pressure flow-through experiment with a serpenti-
nized basalt sample, the model was validated using data from a
flow-through experiment conducted under the same conditions
(100 °C, 10 MPa CO2, 5 mL/h) but with an unserpentinized
basalt core. Mineral volume fractions of pyroxene and olivine
were altered to account for slight differences in bulk
mineralogy, and the reactive surface areas of diopside and
forsterite were reduced by half to match lower effluent Ca and
Mg concentrations. A full accounting of the inputs and results is
included in the SI. Because both samples produced similar

experimental effluent data and the effect of bulk composition
was not the focus of this work, the mineralogy of the
serpentinized basalt used in the initial calibration is applied for
all models.

2.3. Mapping Mineral Spatial Distributions. Discretized
mineral grids were developed for heterogeneous models using
an approach similar to that demonstrated by Ellis and Peters,54

which is detailed in the SI (section S4) and summarized here.
Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was coupled with
backscattered electron (BSE) images to identify specific
minerals in a reacted basalt core, which were then mapped to
features in X-ray computed tomography (xCT) scans. Mineral
spatial distributions along the fracture path were obtained by
first coarsening an image of the fracture to align with the model
domain by assigning one average pixel intensity to each 0.5 ×
0.5 mm block. This image was segmented into four discrete
mineral phases (pyroxene; plagioclase; serpentinized; and
unserpentinized olivine; and K-feldspar) based on ranges in
pixel intensities corresponding to each mineral identified in the
xCT/EDS analysis. Conditions for each mineral group were
created in CrunchTope to match the specific minerals selected
in the uniform models (Table 1), and each cell was assigned
one of four mineral conditions based on the processed CT
image. Relative fractions of each mineral aligned well with those
applied in the uniform model based on WDS analyses. Example
BSE/EDS images and a schematic overview of the
segmentation process are also provided in the SI.

2.4. Hypothesis-Driven Model Development. Previous
flow-through experiments served as an effective benchmark but
were not intended to constrain modeling efforts. To this end,
an idealized uniform fracture was taken as the domain for
subsequent models designed to isolate the roles of transport
and mineral heterogeneities in controlling dissolution and
precipitation reactions. Because the small volume of the domain
used in calibration induced rapid mineral dissolution and
exhaustion due to low mineral volumes, all cells were scaled up
to 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 cm, effectively increasing the domain volume
by 3 orders of magnitude, to facilitate comparisons over longer
time frames.
Two models were developed to investigate the role of

transport limitations: one considering pure advection and one
with pure diffusion. The segmented mineral distribution based
on an actual core sample was used for these models to explore
coupled effects of transport and mineral heterogeneities. The
mineralogy, domain setup, and boundary conditions are
illustrated in Figure 1. Both conditions allowed free flow at
the lower boundary, whereas the upper boundary supplied
CO2-saturated water (equilibrated at 10 MPa PCO2) through
constant injection for the advection model and a Dirichlet
(fixed concentration) boundary for diffusion. Pure advection
models were developed by setting the injection rate to achieve
each of 8 selected residence times (6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 144, 192,
and 288 h) in the fixed domain volume. The fixed diffusion
coefficient used in calibration (7.5 × 10−9 m2/s) was applied for
pure diffusion. Each grid cell was assigned a porosity of 60% to
provide sufficient mineral volumes in the domain for continued
reaction over longer time frames. The remaining mineral
fraction (40%) essentially consisted of two “layers”: 70%
contains only the mineral allocated to that cell in the
segmentation, and 30% is comprised of an underlying uniform
mineral distribution corresponding to the bulk mineralogy. This
approach reasonably captures mineral heterogeneities while
allowing for continued dissolution of the underlying rock
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matrix if reactive mineral cells are depleted during simulations.
As previously noted, a cell containing both mineral and fracture
is viewed as a porous medium in 2D modeling; thus, applying a
lower porosity to the fracture than that used in model
calibration essentially increases the amount of surrounding rock
captured by the domain. Note that in contrast to the dual
porosity models developed for calibration with zones of fracture
and matrix, the models developed here to investigate the roles
of transport limitations and heterogeneities have a single
uniform porosity of 60% to simulate a fracture surrounded by
reactive surface area.
To isolate the effects of mineral heterogeneity on the extent

and location of carbonation, transport conditions were held
constant while additional simulations were run using random
mineral grids with comparable domain-averaged compositions.
These models were set up identically to those in Figure 1b and
c with varying realizations of mineral spatial distributions,
including models with larger clusters of reactive minerals to
evaluate whether highly localized concentrations of certain
minerals affect the extent of carbonation compared with more
even allocation across the domain. A summary of transport
conditions and mineral distributions applied to each model
included in this study is provided in Table 2. Segmented

mineral distributions refer to those obtained by segmenting the
fracture surface of a serpentinized basalt core used by Adeoye et
al.,38 while random distributions were generated in MATLAB
using the same volume-averaged fractions of primary minerals.
Two types of “random” grids were tested: grids where the
mineral assigned to every cell was truly random and grids where

larger mineral clusters were randomly generated within the
domain to emphasize preferential precipitation of certain
secondary minerals on specific primary sites. Because
simulations with these random distributions resulted in
negligible differences in the total volume of carbonates formed
at a given time step, only one of these grids is presented in the
results for comparison with the segmented grid from the actual
serpentinized basalt sample. Results for other selected random
grids are included in the SI.

2.5. Simulations with Additional Secondary Silicates.
Previous work has suggested secondary silicate precipitation
may limit carbonation efficiency. Experimental and modeling
studies have demonstrated precipitation of clays and zeolites
over a range of conditions relevant to CO2 storage that could
compete with carbonates for divalent cations.e.g.30,55−58 In
packed bed experiments with the same basalts and similar
conditions as this study, siderite, zeolite, lizardite, and trace
amounts of amorphous silica were observed.59 To evaluate the
influence of Ca-, Mg-, and Fe-bearing secondary silicates, the
advection and diffusion models developed to investigate
transport limitations were run with additional secondary
minerals: smectite (modeled as 4 montmorillonite end-
members), biotite (annite and phlogopite), and zeolite
(laumontite). Further details on inputs and results from these
simulations are provided in the SI, while the implications are
presented in Section 3.4.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Model-Experiment Correlation. As described in
Section 2.4, the initial model domain and conditions were
aligned with a series of flow-through experiments presented by
Adeoye et al.38 Model trends in major dissolved cations were
benchmarked to measured effluent concentrations over the
experimental time frame. Figure 2 demonstrates that the model
reasonably captures the dissolution of the key divalent cations;
additional cation comparisons are included in the SI. Note that
a fraction of the diopside in the calibrated model is assigned a
higher specific surface area to capture initial Ca and Mg
concentration spikes, presumably resulting from rapid initial
dissolution of fine-grained surface particles in the flow-through
experiment. As noted in the SI, only one SSA for diopside is
used in subsequent models. Simulations overestimate initial
silica concentrations because cations were preferentially
released from the bulk silica matrix during the experiment.
The model also underestimates concentrations of monovalent
cations, possibly due to incongruent dissolution of feldspars.
Despite these limitations, explicit calibration to experimental

Table 2. Summary of Key Conditions for Models Discussed
in This Study

modela transport conditions
mineral

distribution

TA1 pure advection with τ = 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 144, 192,
and 288h

segmented (1)

TD1 pure diffusion segmented (1)
SA1 pure advection with τ = 288h segmented (1)
SA2 pure advection with τ = 288h random (2)
SD2 pure diffusion random (2)

aFirst letter corresponds to the model purpose: investigating transport
conditions (T) or mineral spatial distributions (S); second reflects
transport conditions (advection or diffusion); and third indicates the
spatial distribution used (1 for the segmented grid from an actual core
and 2 for a random distribution with the same volume-averaged
mineralogy).

Figure 2. Comparison of calibrated model results with experimental effluent chemistry data from a core-flooding experiment conducted at 100 °C
under constant flow (5 mL/h) of CO2-acidified brine (10 MPa PCO2) through a serpentinized basalt sample.
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results was intentionally avoided to provide a representative but
not overly constrained basis for model development.
3.2. Role of Transport Limitations. To evaluate the

effects of transport conditions on carbonation efficiency,
simulations were conducted for pure diffusion and pure
advection under eight different hydraulic retention times
using the domains illustrated in Figure 1b and c. Discrete
outputs of carbonate volume fractions, defined as the volume of
carbonates formed per unit volume of porous media in the
domain, are plotted as a function of simulation time in Figure 3.
Carbonation in the pure advection systems is controlled by
residence time, and the “optimal” residence time for maximum
carbonate precipitation depends on the time frame of interest.
For instance, advection promotes more carbonate precipitation
than diffusion in the first 1−2 years after commencing CO2
injection, with lower flow rates becoming more favorable over
longer times as carbonates are able to accumulate. Shorter
retention times (corresponding to faster flow) lead to greater
initial carbonation driven by rapid dissolution, but these
carbonates quickly redissolve as continued CO2 injection
increases the acidity of surrounding fluids and reactive primary
mineral phases are depleted. Calcite dissolution tracked with
diopside depletion at the inlet, leaving behind feldspars that
react too slowly to provide sufficient buffering to offset the drop
in pH and sustain carbonate precipitates. Qiao et al.60 observed
similar behavior in numerical modeling of CO2 flooding in
carbonate reservoirs, whereby instantaneous drops in pH due
to CO2 injection outpaced the rise in pH from mineral
dissolution that occurred over longer time frames. Although the
models do not predict reprecipitation in the absence of more
rapid pH buffering, these redissolved cations would likely
reprecipitate further downstream where the CO2 front has not
advanced far enough to reduce the pH below carbonate

saturation. These results are partially driven by the size of the
model domain but indicate that rapid and continuous CO2
injection at field scale could erode carbonates formed along
main flow paths, particularly if precipitation is highly localized
in small clusters. If reactive minerals are abundant near
wellbores, high flow rates and high CO2 partial pressures may
favor continued dissolution and inhibit precipitation.
While carbonation efficiency (i.e., the amount of carbonates

formed with respect to the amount of divalent cation-bearing
minerals dissolved) is highest under diffusive mass transport
conditions, greater total volumes of carbonates are formed
under advective flow for early time frames (1−2 years) because
more divalent cations are available. Carbonates form more
slowly in the diffusion model but are more stable, reaching
quasi steady-state volume fractions over longer time frames and
redissolving minimally with continued CO2 penetration.
Diffusion also lengthens surface reaction times, maintaining
favorable pH levels for carbonate saturation and allowing for
greater precipitation over time scales on the order of years.
Unless CO2 injection occurs in areas with high abundances of
pre-existing reactive minerals (e.g., calcite), it will likely
generate strong advective conditions near the wellbore that
result in net dissolution, while most carbonation will occur in
low-porosity zones surrounding main flow channels or dead-
end fractures further from the wellbore where transport is
limited by diffusion.
After two years, most of the dissolved calcium is contained in

calcite (87%) under diffusive conditions, while the fraction of
carbonated Ca decreases with decreasing residence time for the
advection cases. All of the dissolved Ca is released from the
domain (i.e., none remains trapped in carbonates) for residence
times less than or equal to 24 h. Additionally, all diopside in the
model domain dissolves after one year, but smaller amounts of

Figure 3. Total fraction of carbonates formed (presented as cm3 of carbonate minerals per cm3 of the modeled fracture domain) as a function of time
for nine selected transport conditions: pure diffusion and pure advection under 8 different hydraulic retention times. Subfigures indicate individual
contributions from calcite, magnesite, and siderite to total carbonation.
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Ca are still released from anorthite at slower rates. Extended
retention times prolong diopside depletion and allow for
greater carbonate accumulation, as continued dissolution of
reactive minerals releases silicates rapidly enough to provide pH
buffering. Although all tested conditions initially yielded net
dissolution, the diffusion model achieved net precipitation
within 6 weeks. In this case, the contribution of carbonates to
the total volume of secondary precipitates declined from 92% at
10 days to 42% after 6 years as amorphous silica and kaolinite
accumulated. Similar trends were observed under slow-flow
advection, but residence times of 48h or less resulted in net
dissolution after 6 years. Note that while the model does not
account for effects of passivating layers, secondary precipitation
of amorphous silica predicted in all models could reduce
carbonation efficiency in actual reservoirs by obstructing CO2
transport to mineral surfaces and reducing permeability along
flow paths.29 Amorphous silica layers have also been shown to
kinetically control olivine dissolution and significantly inhibit
carbonation rates at 90 °C.61

The subfigures in Figure 3 track the contributions of calcite,
magnesite, and siderite to the total carbonate fractions at each
time step, illustrating how calcite controls carbonation at early
time frames while contributions from magnesite and siderite
become more significant with continued CO2 injection. Note
that due to uncertainties in actual carbonate precipitation rates,
these results are limited by the assumption that carbonate
formation is kinetically controlled, i.e. dissolution and
precipitation reactions proceed reversibly according to the
same reaction rates. Nucleation kinetics and crystal growth
mechanisms (e.g., Ostwald ripening) will also be key
considerations in actual systems where critical degrees of
supersaturation are required to initiate precipitation.
Because calcite has the fastest kinetic parameters in the

model, it forms most rapidly under pure advection with short
retention times but also redissolves quickly because reactive
minerals are depleted and reaction products are transported out
of the domain before significant pH buffering can occur.
Magnesite consistently had the highest saturation index across
the domain (see SI) but only formed at retention times greater
than or equal to 96 h due to kinetic limitations. Diopside
contributed the most to mineral dissolution, providing both Ca
and Mg for carbonation, but the fast reaction rate of calcite
relative to magnesite leads to preferential calcite precipitation
given sufficient Ca availability. The advective models predict
magnesite will redissolve around the same time as calcite but at
a slower rate. Siderite formed to a lesser extent due to kinetic
limitations but was more resistant to redissolution over longer
time frames. The preferential formation of calcite over other
carbonates is consistent with prior work that found calcite
growth rates exceeded those of magnesite by 6 orders of
magnitude62 and siderite by 8 orders63 under equivalent
conditions and saturation indices. Such studies have attributed
the differences in carbonate precipitation kinetics to higher
surface charge densities for siderite and magnesite, as the
smaller ionic radii of Fe2+ and Mg2+ relative to Ca2+ require
higher activation energies to initiate dehydration and
subsequent precipitation.63

3.3. Role of Mineral Spatial Distribution. Modeling
results for various spatial realizations of the same bulk
mineralogy indicate that mineral heterogeneities may control
the location of secondary precipitation but negligibly impact
the extent. Figure 4 compares the volume fractions of
carbonates formed after 2 years for the segmented mineralogy

from an actual core sample with a random distribution of
comparable bulk composition. While the figures elucidate the
effects of heterogeneity on carbonate locations, the variation in
total volumes of carbonates formed in the fracture domain over
two years attributable to slight differences in primary
mineralogy was only 4%. Additional simulations (see SI)
using random distributions with the same mineral fractions as
the random grids in Figure 4 produced carbonate volumes
within 2−3% of each other at each time step over 10 years, even
when reactive minerals were concentrated in large clusters.
Despite negligible influence on precipated carbonate volumes,
the locations of primary minerals govern the location of
carbonate precipitation, which occurs on reactive mineral
phases containing the requisite divalent cations. Calcite forms
preferentially on pyroxene and to a lesser extent on plagioclase;
magnesite is more uniformly distributed but forms in greater
volumes on pyroxene and olivine grains; and siderite is
localized on olivine, the only Fe-bearing mineral included
(Figure 4). These observations indicate that for given flow
conditions and volume-averaged primary mineral abundances,
mineral heterogeneities will not impact the amount of
carbonates formed but will control local solution concentration,
which will influence the location of secondary precipitates. In
actual systems, heterogeneous nucleation may also contribute
to preferential precipitate formation on specific primary
minerals.
As expected, pH also governs which carbonates precipitate

through its effect on saturation indices. In the simulations,
calcite redissolved when reactive minerals were depleted and
the pH dropped below 4.5, while siderite was still able to form
where pH was above 4. This reflects observations in previous
experiments with the basalt samples used to calibrate the
model, where siderite was the most favorable carbonate
precipitate under low pH conditions given comparable amounts
of available Ca2+, Mg2+, and Fe2+.38 Here, the preferential
formation of siderite bands behind the dissolving calcite and
magnesite fronts likely occurs because sufficient CO2 and
divalent cations are available for precipitation, but the pH has
fallen to a point where only siderite reaches saturation. While
magnesite generally had the highest saturation index of the
three carbonates (see section S5 of SI), calcite formed more
readily due to the kinetic limitations discussed in Section 3.2
and was strongly localized on pyroxene grains that rapidly
released Ca2+. Because the difference in reaction rates between
the two minerals serving as Ca sources (pyroxene and
plagioclase) was far greater than for the minerals contributing
Mg (pyroxene and olivine), Mg dissolution and subsequent
magnesite precipitation was more uniformly distributed while
calcite precipitation was highly localized and coincident with
rapid Ca2+ release from pyroxene grains.
Models SA1 and SA2 in Figure 4 highlight the influence of

transport conditions on the role of heterogeneity. Under
advective flow, large calcite precipitates that formed on large
contiguous pyroxene clusters dissolved slower than the more
uniformly distributed surrounding calcite grains. These larger
grains also served as pH buffers to delay model-predicted
redissolution. This “armoring” effect was less pronounced for
pure diffusion because more dissolved silicates were retained
with longer reaction times, providing pH buffering for
carbonate accumulation and preventing redissolution. The
segmented mineral grid, which contained few large mineral
clusters, also dissolved more uniformly. Thus, mineral spatial
distributions impact where minerals dissolve and carbonates
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precipitate, but the evolution of these reactions will also be
influenced by transport regimes. In combination, the results
indicate that small-scale heterogeneities may be insignificant,
while the combined interactions of transport limitations,
geochemical gradients (e.g., in pH), and bulk mineralogy will
likely control the extent of mineral carbonation induced by
CO2 injection in basalt reservoirs.
3.4. Role of Competition with Secondary Silicates. In

models run with additional secondary silicates, the uptake of
dissolved cations that had previously diffused out of the domain
in clay minerals led to more rapid pore clogging (within 8 years
for pure diffusion and 3.5−8 years for slower advection). For
faster advection (τ of 24 h or less), dissolution predominated
over precipitation and pores remained open after 10 years.
While smectite formed quickly and was less localized than
carbonates with respect to primary minerals, 87% of Mg was
contained in magnesite after 2 years. Essentially no zeolite or
biotite precipitated for any transport condition. Further details
and results are provided in Section S5 of the SI.

The models indicate competition with clays for divalent
cations will not pose a significant direct threat to carbonation
under these conditions, as smectite precipitation reduced total
predicted carbonate volumes across the model domain by 3−
6% after 2 years due primarily to Mg uptake into
montmorillonite. In batch experiments on basaltic glass,
Hellevang et al.58 observed smectite growth from 80 to 150
°C and attributed a lack of Mg- and Fe-carbonates not to
competition with clays for divalent cations, but to the potential
for smectite coatings to create an energy barrier to nucleation
combined with slow carbonate growth kinetics. Even if smectite
does not directly impact carbonation by depleting divalent
cations or impeding nucleation, our models indicate early clay
precipitation could still clog narrow fractures and pore throats,
potentially reducing permeability and CO2 injectivity.58 Such
physical alterations were not considered in this study but will be
critical in predicting ultimate CO2 trapping potentials of basalt
reservoirs.

Figure 4. Spatial distributions of carbonation (expressed as carbonate fractions, fcarb, which represent cm3 of carbonate per cm3 of domain volume)
across the model domain after 2 years of injection of CO2-acidified brine for two selected heterogeneous distributions with comparable bulk mineral
compositions: (1) segmented core sample from flow-through experiments and (2) random distribution with larger pyroxene clusters. Results for two
flow conditions, low-flow advection and diffusion, are also compared for grid 2.
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Environmental Implications. Reactive transport models
developed based on bench-scale experiments were extended to
isolate the roles of transport limitations and mineral spatial
distributions in controlling mineral carbonation reactions in
fractured basalts. Under pure advective flow, carbonates
eventually redissolved with continued injection as the pH
dropped below saturation thresholds and primary reactive
silicates needed to buffer injected fluids were depleted. While
mineral exhaustion will not be an issue at field scale, depletion
of reactive mineral zones along fracture surfaces could leave less
reactive altered layers that limit mineral dissolution, allowing
the pH to drop low enough that carbonate precipitation is no
longer favorable and precipitates are susceptible to redis-
solution. These results indicate that injectivities should be
carefully assessed at sites with low abundances of reactive
minerals to ensure stable trapping is achieved. Strong advective
conditions may prevent carbonation near wellbores and drive a
domino effect of carbonate dissolution and reprecipitation
along CO2 flow paths. This chain could promote appreciable
carbonation along main conduits in the absence of flow
blockage, but in terms of storage security, long-term
carbonation will likely occur in diffusive regions within the
bulk matrix and in dead-end fractures.
In the models presented here, reactive surface area is

assumed to be proportional to the bulk surface area and is
updated according to changes in mineral volume fractions. In
reality, this may be an oversimplification due to changes in
growth site densities at mineral surfaces over time.37 The SSAs
used to compute mineral reactive surface areas are also a source
of both uncertainty and model sensitivity. Furthermore,
heterogeneous nucleation may accelerate carbonate formation
on certain substrate minerals. Incorporating a more robust
means of capturing nucleation events and subsequent crystal
growth in future modeling efforts will be critical to predicting
field-scale rates and extents of mineral carbonation in basalts.
Bulk reservoir mineralogy and the chemical composition of
resident fluids will also govern the extent of carbonation. For
instance, the fact that formation waters surrounding the
CarbFix site were near equilibrium with respect to calcite
limited redissolution of calcite precipitates with continued CO2

injection.7 Matter et al.7 also noted that most carbonates likely
precipitated in the porous matrix outside advective flow paths,
consistent with model predictions of precipitation in lower
porosity zones provide greater rock:water ratios and longer
reaction times. Coupling field-scale efforts with efficient reactive
transport models can elucidate how subsurface CO2-water-rock
reactions enhance or inhibit carbonation efficiency. Such insight
will be crucial in predicting long-term mineral carbonation rates
to optimize injection site selection.
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■ NOTE ADDED AFTER ASAP PUBLICATION
This paper was published on the Web on August 2, 2017, with
the incorrect artwork for Figure 1. The corrected version was
reposted on August 3, 2017.
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